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Summary 
Due to the nature of the material, reinforced concrete elements normally need a complex 
computation process to find efficient sections. Recommendations of some main codes face the 
problem by offering very simple non-transparent all purpose predimensioning criteria. This paper 
demonstrates how transparency and accuracy are not in contradiction with simple predimensioning 
methods. This opens the possibility to make it easier to reach optimization of reinforced concrete 
elements. 

Keywords: Reinforced concrete; predimensioning; optimization; span-to-depth ratio; beams; slabs. 

1. Introduction 
Reinforced concrete flexural elements are far from easy to optimize. Unlike timber or steel beams, 
efficient reinforced concrete members can only be found by iterating. This mainly has two reasons: 
on the one hand, concrete has a high weight-to-elastic-modulus ratio, such that self-weight of the 
structural element is not negligible when compared to superimposed loads; on the other hand, 
concrete has a low ratio of tension-strength-to-compression-strength, such that under flexural 
actions elements undergo cracking, leading to variable section properties along their main axis. This 
causes difficulties in estimating the modulus of inertia of the several cross sections, and thus of the 
whole member. 

As a consequence, designing efficient reinforced concrete elements is done by a relatively long 
process. First, a certain height of the element is chosen to enable strength check and find the amount 
of reinforcement required. Then, deflection is computed to see if it matches allowable values. These 
two steps must be repeated until the desired efficient result is reached. The longer the iteration 
sequence is, the better the optimization. Alternatively, the most accurate is the first step in the 
sequence the shorter the iteration may be to get a good optimization. 

2. Recent trends in predimensioning 

2.1 Codes recommendations and everyday practice 

At present, the most usual practice consists in: 

a) Predimensioning the height of the section using simple predimensioning criteria such as 
L/constant ‘based on prior experience’ given by codes (ACI [1], EC [2]).  

b) Checking if deflection in bigger than allowed, based on calculation, sometimes using FEM 
software.  

c) If the computed deflection is larger than the allowed value, the height is increased until the 
deflection criterion is satisfied.  
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This short iteration process would be good enough if the predimensioning criteria would be such 
that it implicitly led to an effective deflection control matching allowed deflection limits. However, 
this is almost never true if predimensioning criteria used are those described in the most influential 
standards: ACI and EC. 

Recommendations given in these and similar codes have a number of features that favour inaccurate 
design: a) The designer is given the option to avoid deflection check, as the simple L/constant 
criteria are deemed to satisfy deflection control criteria; b) the range of spans and loads for which 
these simple provisions can be used are not specified; c) in general, the criteria lack transparency 
and ‘prior experience’ is the only support to their validity. Due to that, it is impossible to know to 
which extent these criteria do take into account some of the factors that most influence the control 
of deflections: load intensity and history, allowable deflection, concrete properties, section shape, 
etc. 

To date, these and other concerns have been discussed by a number of authors [3] [4] [5], and even 
some codes [2] [6] are replacing or complementing these predimensioning methods with new ones 
that intend to be more accurate. Rangan in 1982 [4] suggested setting out the problem of 
predimensioning based on elastic deflection equation and Branson’s concept of effective moment of 
inertia [7]. Two main lines of research have issued from Rangan’s original proposal: On the one 
hand, the idea has been incorporated in the Australian code [6] with input from Gilbert; on the other 
hand, Scanlon and co-workers have proposed modifications and simplifications to the work of 
Rangan and Gilbert The main results of this second line are summarized and developed further in 
this paper. 

2.2 Fundamentals of the Rangan-Scanlon Method 

Rangan’s proposal is to transform the elastic formula for deflection of uniformly loaded elements 
by putting the effective moment of inertia (Ie) as a function of the gross moment of inertia (Ig). For 
cracked concrete I is Ie (Branson), and Rangan expresses it as Ie= ·Ig. 

 
Rangan’s equation was originally written as a function of effective depth (d). However, for more 
simplicity Scanlon end Choi [8] prefer to express it as a function of the height (h), as it shows in (1). 
As Ig is bh3/12 for solid rectangular sections, equation (1) can be rewritten in the form (2) and 
finally in terms of the span-to-depth ratio as a function of allowable deflection ( allow) (3). As the 
allowable deflection is very often expressed as a function of the span allow=(l/ct)allow=l/ct ,allow it 
can be rewritten as equation (4). 

 
Using expression (4) the optimal span-to-depth ratio can be found. However, there are two reasons 
why this equation is not linear to use: the two same reasons mentioned above for the non-linearity 
in concrete elements’ optimization. On the one hand, a variation of h modifies substantially W, 
especially when it comes to flat elements (slabs, plates, etc.). This makes iteration mandatory. On 
the other hand,  depends on h and the reinforcement ratio. To solve this, Rangan gave two 
equations to find mainly depending in the reinforcement ratio [4]. Scanlon end Choi suggested in 
1999 that a constant value of  might be useful for one-way slab predimensioning. A value of 0,4 
was suggested at that time. Even if  is not really a constant, this simplification implies little error 
as l/h=f(x,y,...)· 1/3. In 2006, Lee and Scanlon changed  to 0,52 [9], when they suggested the idea 
of a constant  could be extended to any sort of slab and beam. Notice this change in the criteria is 
apparently important, a +30% increase in , but it only means a +6% increase in the height (h) 
computed by this method. 

Expression (4) is applicable to any desired allowed deflection, as long as this limit is written in the 
form allow= =l/ct ,allow, which is the most common in code provisions. This gives the expression 
versatility for project specific criteria. 
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However, for an important number of structural elements incremental deflection after the 
construction of non-structural elements is the most restrictive criterion. Taking this into account, 
equation (4) can be rewritten as follows for one-way elements: 

 
Where: 
 long-time deflection multiplier 

WS sustained load [=WSW+WSD+ WL] 
WSW self-weight 
WSD superimposed dead load 

WL sustained portion of live load 
WL(add)variable portion of live load [=(1- )·WL] 

It is important to notice that computing incremental deflection is only possible by knowing load 
history, or by making a reasonable supposition of this load history. In 1985 Graham and Scanlon 
[10] suggested a standard load history, considering the structure has to endure the most critical 
loads when it is under construction, as it bears the self weight of the floors above it due to propping. 
Using this criterion,  can be computed in order to use properly equation (5) 

3. Formulae of the Short Rangan-Scanlon Method 

3.1 Formula for plates and slabs 

In 1985, Gilbert [11] suggested to add several coefficients to the one-way expression to make it 
good for two-way slabs. Taking this into account and using the crossing beam method [12] to 
compute deflection in flat plates and slabs, Lee and Scanlon suggested in 2006 [9] the next two 
variations of the equation (5), where  is always taken as a constant (0,52). For edge-supported 
slabs use (6), for column-supported flat plates use (7):  

 
Where: 

ES aspect ratio (=lL/lS) 
kAR=0,2+0,4· ES (for 1 ES 2) and kAR=1,0 (for ES<2) [For more refined values of kAR see [9] and 
[13]] 
lL long span 
lS short span 

 
Where: 
kDP (=1,35) factor to account for extra stiffness due to drop panels with a thickness equal to 1,25·h 
kSS (=1.35) slab system factor. It accounts for an increase in moment intensity on column strips 
 
The equations of 2006 were originally written in a slightly different way, but they are put here in a 
way that makes them consistent with this paper. The main modifications made here are: the concept 
of ct ,allow is introduced; loads (W) must be introduced here as surface loads; and the parameter b 
(width) is eliminated. The two last changes are made because the crossing beam method is used 
here supposing the “beams” are slabs with a unit width. Thanks to that, the expressions are 
independent from the units system one may use. 

3.2 Formula for beams 

Based on the work of Lee and Scanlon in 2006 here is presented an expression for beams. In this 
expression, for a better uniformity with equations (6) and (7), loads are kept superficial. Parameter 
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b (width of the beam) is recovered here by using the parameter kB:  

 
Where: 
kB (=Ltrib/b) load width factor 
Ltrib tributary width 

kB is a good way to see how narrow or wide is a beam. A very narrow beam has a kB=30, a more 
conventional narrow beam has it around 20, and a very wide beam has it around 6 or 7. A kB=1 is 
for one-way slabs. For support strips of column supported plates kB=1.35=kSS (notice how these 
makes equations (7) and (8) fully compatible). As it will be shown below, this transition from 
narrow beams to slabs has a tight correlation with reinforcement ratio of elements. 

When using expression (8) it is important to notice that the self weight of the dropped part of the 
beam must be divided by Ltrib when including it as a part of WS. This gives an idea on how little is 
the influence of the self weight of the beam in these calculations. 

4. The Long Rangan-Scanlon Method 
As we have already seen, in 1999 Scanlon and Choi found that  could be taken as a constant. This 
opened the way to the Short Rangan-Scanlon method, which makes it easy, only after a short 
iteration, to find optimal predimensionings for concrete elements. Scanlon and Choi were able to do 
so only after an extensive parametric study, performed using spreadsheets. Those were able to 
compute for the variation in  which depends mainly on the height and on the reinforcement ratio 
of the element. A slightly retouched version of that iteration process is described here: 

Step 1: Choose a height (h) to account for self weight. (To start with, an h from L/h ACI provisions 
may be a good one) 

Step 2: Find the required area of steel for strength. (If reinforcement ratio is ever bigger than 
allowed by the code, go back to step 1 to increase h) 

Step 3: Compute Ie to find . 

Step 4:In order to find h, use  into the appropriate equation (6) to (8), depending on the sort of 
element. 

Step 5: Check if h computed in step 4 is equal to h in step 1 (or within tolerance). 

Step 6: Repeat steps 1 to 5 until 5 is true. 

5. The issue of tension strength of concrete 
When it comes to compute deflection of 
cracked elements, the criterion selected to 
account for tension strength of concrete has 
a strong influence on the results. However, 
very different opinions have been 
established on the matter. Three of those 
criteria are showed in Table 1.  

ACI specifies a constant and quite high 
value of the tension strength (fr). Scanlon 
and Murray [14] keep the idea of a constant 
value but do reduce ACI’s recommendation 

to account for the effect of shrinkage restraint. Finally, the EC links the value of fr to the height of 
the element: the lesser the height, the bigger the value of fr. 

These three criteria have been used for computations in the following parametric study to check for 
the influence of fr in the results. 

Table 1: Tension strength criteria 

Author of 
the criterion 

Tension strength (fr)  
[ h in m; fck and fr in N/mm2] 

ACI 0,625·fck
1/2 

Scanlon and 
Murray 

0,333·fck
1/2 

EC (0.48-0,3·h)·fck
2/3 0,3·fck

2/3 
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6. Parametric study performed using the Long Rangan-Scanlon Method 

6.1 Study on column-supported flat plates 

The next plots show the values obtained for ln/h,  and using the Long Rangan-Scanlon method 
on column-supported plates (eq. 7). Only the case of fixed-fixed two-way continuous plates bearing 
partitions has been studied, as it is considered to be representative enough. 

=As/(b·d) is the amount of inferior reinforcement at midspan. 

From the observation of these plots, the next 
partial conclusions can be set forth:  

• The span-to-depth ratio (ln/h) of 
continuous plates shows a considerable 
dispersion of values depending on 
several factors. It is strongly influenced 
by span, load and tension strength of 
concrete (fr). The bigger the load or the 
span, and the smaller the fr, the smaller 
the ln/h. 

• The stiffness factor ( ) of continuous 
plates is very influenced by the tension 

strength of concrete (fr), somewhat influenced by load and not influenced at all by span (EC 
is an exception to that). The bigger the fr, the bigger the . 

• Reinforcement ratio at midspan in continuous plates is very influenced by fr, but very little 
influenced by the load and the span (EC shows a little influence of the span). The bigger the 
fr, the bigger the . 

6.2 Study on solid narrow and wide rectangular beams 

The next plots show the values obtained for ln/h,  and using the Long Rangan-Scanlon method 
on narrow and wide beams (eq. 8). Only the case of fixed-fixed continuous beams bearing partitions 
has been studied. 

 

Fig. 2: Reinforcement ratio ( ) for plates 

Fig. 1: span-to-depth ratio (ln/h) and  factor for column-supported flat plates 

Fig. 3: span-to-depth ratio (ln/h) and  factor for narrow beams 
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From the observation of the three plots of 
narrow beams (kB=25), the next partial 
conclusions can be set forth: 

• The span-to-depth ratio (ln/h) is almost 
constant and independent form all the 
studied parameters. Only the amount of 
load has a small influence in the result. 
For lower loads, ln/h increases a bit. 

• The stiffness factor ( ) is strongly 
influenced by load. Span has also a 
minor influence, and tension strength is 

almost irrelevant. The bigger the load and the span, the bigger the  

• The amount of reinforcement ( ) is very influenced by the increase of load. Span shows no 
influence, and tension strength has only a certain influence in the case of EC. The bigger the 
load, the bigger the amount of reinforcement. 

 

Observing now the three plots of wide beams 
(kB=7), the next partial conclusions can be set 
forth: 

• Wide beams behave in general like 
narrow beams, but in some aspects 
they show similarities to plates. 

• The span-to-depth ratio (ln/h) is almost 
constant, but span and load -specially 
the least- show a certain influence. 
The smaller the load and the span, the 
bigger the span-to-depth ratio (ln/h). 

• The stiffness factor ( ) is moderately 
influenced by load and tension strength (fr), while span is a less important factor. The bigger 
the tension strength and the load, the bigger the . 

• The amount of reinforcement ( ) is mainly controlled by the load, but the tension strength 
shows also a certain influence. Span shows no influence at all. The bigger the load and the 
tension strength of concrete, the bigger the amount of reinforcement. 

6.3. Evaluation of the results 

Observing the plots, it is easy to see a very different behaviour for narrow beams and plates, while 
wide beams are in a transition zone between those two extremes.  

Fig. 4: Reinforcement ratio ( ) for narrow beams 

Fig. 5: span-to-depth ratio (ln/h) and  factor for wide beams 

Fig. 6: Reinforcement ratio ( ) for wide beams 
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In narrow beams, the amount of reinforcement 
increases rapidly as loads or span do grow. The 
same behaviour can be found for the factor  
of these beams, as reinforcement and  are 
tightly linked. Surprisingly, no matter how big 
is the growth in  and , the span-to-depth 
ratio (ln/h) keeps constant. 

A reversed behaviour can be seen in plates:  
and  are almost constant while ln/h tends to 
reduce as load and span grow. 

Wide beams show a behaviour similar to 
narrow beams, but they are less reinforced and 
their span-to-depth ratios (ln/h) are not exactly 
constant, as they tend to diminish smoothly for 
bigger loads and spans. 

These behaviour can be seen in a synthetic 
way in figure 7: plates generally fall in the 

flatter zone of the plot (almost constant value of ), while beams fall in the steep zone at higher 
reinforcement ratios. 

The behaviour seen here for continuous elements has been found to be similar for other boundary 
conditions, history loads and deflection limit. Even it is not shown here, the authors consider the 
conclusions found here are independent of boundary conditions, history loads and deflection limit. 

6.3 L/h method for beams and Short Rangan-Scanlon method for flat slabs 

After these observations it is obvious that for an optimal design of plates, the l/h method loses 
precision in favour of the Rangan-Scanlon method. For everyday use the Short method with a 
constant value of  may be the best. However, the Long one is the most suited to find the proper 
value of  to be used in each situation. 

When it comes to narrow beams, the Short Rangan-Scanlon method may be of little interest for 
everyday design, as the l/h (or ln/h) method is much more convenient as well as accurate. However, 
the Long Rangan-Scanlon method has clearly an application when it comes to find the proper 
values of ln/h to be used for beams in each situation. 

For wide beams, both methods may be accurate enough when used properly. However, if a certain 
precision is aimed, both methods may require the use of tables including the variation of their main 
parameter (  or ln/h). That definitely makes more efficient the ln/h method for wide beams. 

Based on the Long Rangan-Scanlon Method, the existing tables of provisions of span-to-depth 
ratios included in the codes may be replaced by other much more complete tables that take into 
account the main parameters influencing deflection control: total amount of load, load history, 
deflection limit, strength of materials, etc. These more extensive tables may even not be included in 
the codes, just as steel profiles catalogues are not necessarily included in steel construction codes. 

7. Conclusions 
The Rangan-Scanlon method has been clarified by making a distinction between the Long and the 
Short method, and by rewriting the equations as shown. The new equations are clearer and 
independent from the units system one may use. Also, the concept of kB (=Ltrib/b) has been 
introduced to simplify the study of beams depending on their width. 

Using this new approach, a parametric study was performed for several continuous (fixed-fixed) 
reinforced concrete elements (plates, narrow beams, wide beams) from which the following 
conclusions are presented: 

a) Rigor and transparency in predimensioning can be achieved using the methods presented. 

b) The Short Rangan-Scanlon method may be very useful to optimize plates and slabs, as the 
l/h method is not able to cope with the large amount of variables involved in the problem. 

Fig. 7: Schematic plot of the values of  
depending on the sort of structural element 
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However, it must be taken into consideration that the election for the criterion chosen to 
establish the tension strength of reinforced concrete may have a strong influence in the 
computation of the constant values of the stiffness factor . 

c) The l/h (or ln/h) method is by far the most efficient method to predimension beams. 

d) However, both the l/h method and the Short Rangan-Scanlon method should be 
complemented with design aids such as tables including the different values of their main 
parameters (ln/h and , respectively), depending on the main variables that control deflection: 
span, deflection limit, loads history, boundary conditions, etc. The values included in those 
tables may well be found using the Long Rangan-Scanlon method. 
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